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ABSTR,A.CT

In sections of plagioclase twins cut normal to the composition plane, the law of twinning can often be recognizedwithout the aid of the universal stage by considering the birefringences and extinction angles of the twin individuals. Three diagrams, one for each of
the important composition planes, facilitate this recognition. When the twinning is lamellar, the distinction between the albite and acline-pericline laws is always easily accomplished.

IlrrropucrroN
In the beginning of this century the development of the universal
stagegave the opportunity of studying in great detail the optical properties of the membersof the plagioclasegroup. In the period from 1914 to
1924 their optical orientation and their various laws of twinning were
studied exhaustively (Fedorov and Nikitin, Wiilfing, Duparc and Reinhard, Berek and others). Yet, in most casesthe types of twinning were
not studied for their own sake: they served, in conjunction with the
optical orientation, to determine the chemical composition (0.e.the percentageof anorthite) of the plagioclase.
Several other methods to determine the composition are practicable
without the universal stage.They make use of characteristicextinction
angles in specific sections or zones (Nlichel-L6vy, Schuster, Fouqu6,
Kcihler and others). These methods are now used far more universally
than those designedfor the universal stage. Their application does not
require much knowledgeof the basicfacts and conceptsunderlying them.
Yet lack of insight may lead to wrong results.Even the directionsfor the
use of these methods, as given in many textbooks, often contain inaccuracles.
In the last decade a growing interest can be noted in the mode of
occurrenceand the distribution of the various laws of plagioclasetwinning in different rocks. Gorai (1951) distinguishesbetween two groups,
"A-twins" (usually lamellar) and "C-twins" (non-lamellar or composite).* His study of the frequency of A- and C-trvins in many rocks
shows interesting differencesbetween plagioclaseof magmatic and of
metamorphic origin. Attractive in his method is the possibility to distinguish betweenboth groups without the aid of the universalstage.Yet
a more detailed classificationwould have advantages.For instance,in
+'l'he criteria given by Gorai to distinguish between simple A-tlvins and C-trvins are
only correct for twins with (010) as composition plane.
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medium-grade metamorphic rocks the pericline or acline law is often
more frequent than the albite law, while the reverse is true for most
magmatic rocks (Turner 1951, Tobi 1959). Again, in albite porphyroblasts of certain low-grade metamorphic schiststhe Carlsbad and albite
Iaws are both found, whereastwins with compositionplanes other than
(010) are rigorously absent (Tobi 1959). As a final example it may be
mentioned that rocks such as spilites and trondhjemites occasionally
show a large number of Ala-A twins, combined with albite lamellae.
Under favorable circumstancesthese patterns may serve to distinguish
between otherwise similar rocks, or to indicate the origin of clastic
grains in an arenite. Eventually, a more extensive research into the
occurrenceof the various twin laws in different rocks might shed some
Iight upon the conditions favoring their development, which would
be of great petrologicalimportance. The presenlarticle has beenwritten
wil,h the doublepurpose oJ stressi,ngsomebasicJacts underlying current d.eterm'inationmethods,and.oJJacilitating lhe recogn,itionoJ the aarious laws
of tuinning w.ithoutthe aid.of the wn,iversalstage.
TnB PnopBnrrEsro BB SruorBo
When studying a plagioclase twin without a universal stage our information consists chiefly ol the er.linction anglesand the birefringences
found in both individuals of the twin. Nieuwenkamp (19a8) constructed
charts for the determination of the An-content from these propertiesin
random sectionsof albite twins. In the present paper our chief aim will
be to determinenot the An-content, but the law of twinning. To lhis end
ue will use only secti,onsof tutins cut perpend.icularto their composition
plane.
This following portion deals with the question of how such sections
are found and how the necessaryinformation is obtained from them.
To make an intelligent use of this information, it should be realizedthat
the optical propertiesof the individuals of a twin are chiefly conditioned
by'
1) the optical orientation of the particular plagioclase.
2) the law of twinning.
3) the orientation of the section.
Selectingseclionsnormal to the composili,onplane
A plagioclasetwin is usually visible with crossednicols only. This
visibility may be caused by a differencein extinction angle, in birefringence,or in both. The plane of contact between the twin individuals
is called the composition plane. In sections normal to this plane, to
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which the presentmethod is confined,the trace of this plane should be a
sharp line. It should not move laterally when the focus of the objective
with the highest magnification is lowered from the upper to the lower
surfaceof the thin section.
When the composition plane is irregular or in other ways does not
agreewith the "ideal" compositionplane, the method is not practicable.
Dis tin gui,shing between symmelricol and.asymmetrical ertinctions
When the extinctions are symmetrical with regard to the trace of the
compositionplane, the twin individuals show equal illumination in each
0o and 45oposition of this trace. This meansthat the twin becomesalmost
invisible in those positions.When the extinctions are asymmetrical,one
would expect the twin to be visible in both the 0o and 45o positions.In
reality, the differencein intensity of the transmitted Iight is often visible
in one of these positions only, zt'iz.in that nearest to the extinction positions.
Determining the elongationwith regard.to the compositionplane
It sufficesto insert the gypsum plate while the trace oJ the composit'ion
plane is in the NE 45oposition. With most microscopesthe twin individuals will become yellow when the elongation is negative (length fast),
blue when it is positive (length slow). In the following this is assumedto
be the case.It should be noted that the term elongationis used here in a
not too literal way, as the form of the crystals is of no importance. It
should be borne in mind too that the extinction angles given in the
Iiterature always refer to X' (the vibration direction o{ the ray with the
smaller refractive index). Thus, when the elongation is positive the extinction angle must be over 45o. The sign of the elongation should not be
confused with the sign of the extinction angle.
Determining l,hesign of the ertinction angl'e
Somespecialattention should be given to the confusingmatter of the
extinction sign. According to common usage, ertinction onglesmeasureil
frorn a cleavageor compositionplane in a clockwised.irectionare consid'ered'
pos'iti,ve,those measured,in counter clockwised.irect'ionnegotite. This extinction sign has only relative importance, becauseit is reversed by turning the sectionupside down. To avoid ambiguity in the reading of tables
and diagrams, it became customary to give the extinction angle
X'n (010) on (001) as seenfrom the positiveside of the c- axis, the angle
X'n (001) in sectionson (010) as seen from the positi,ueside of the Daxis, and the angles X'n(010) and X'A(001) in sectionsnormal to o
as seen from the negatiaeside of the o-axis (cf . Duparc and Reinhard,
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1924,p.22). Unfortunately, it is seldompossibleto ascertainthe crystallographic orientation of plagioclasecrystals in a thin section.An exception must be made for the sectionnormal to a, to which will be devoted a
separate paragraph (page 1480).
In this paper, the extinction sign will be chiefly used in a relative way
to comparethe extinction anglesof the two individuals of a twin: if both
angiesare measuredfrom the trace of the compositionplane in the same
direction the signsagree,if they are measuredin oppositedirectionsthe
signs are opposite.
The extinction positions are easily determined on rotating the stage.
When the extinction angles are large, or when composite twins are
studied,it may prove useful to insert the gypsum plate while the trace of
the compsitionplane is in the 0o position. Twin individuals with positive
extinction will then becomeyellow, those with negative extinction blue.
Thus, in this position twin individuals with symmetrical extinctions will
always show different colors.
Es timati.ng t he bir eJringence
For the presentpurposea rough estimationof the birefringencesfound
in twins cut normal to the composition plane will usually be sufficient.
In the diagrams four groups are distinguished, limited by the following
values:
0.002:almostopticallyisotropic
0.004:birefringence
like that of apatite
0.008: birefringence
nearthat oI qtaftz.
Trrn Oprrc,q.LORTENTATToN
oF Pr.qcrocr-A.sn
In the plagioclasegroup a distinction can be made between a highlemperature and a low-temperatureform, the former being virtually restricted to volcanic rocks. The optical properties are slightly different,
but for the problems under considerationthese difierencesdo not seem
to be of great importance. The diagrams given here refer to low-temperature optics.
The optical orienlation oJ plagioclasemay be studied in a stereographic
projection on a plane normal to the crystallographic o-axis (Wulff net,
Fig. 1)*. In this projection the important cleavage-and composition
* The original diagram given by Duparc and Reinhard (1924) was oriented on the
negative side of the o-axis, as the conventional extinction signs are based on this orientation. The present author has chosen the orientation on the positive side of the o-axis to
facilitate comparison with crystal drawings, which are always drawn with the positive
o-axis pointing to the observer and the positive c-axis pointing upward. Winchell and
Winchell (1951) use the same orientation in their Fig. 172,bttt here the optical orientation
is not correct.
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Frc. 1. Optical orientation of the low-temperature plagioclases, shown in stereographic
projection on a plane normal to the o axis. The cleavage- or composition-planes (010),
(001) and (021) appear as straight lines. The rhombic sections (rh.s.) of the end members
albite (Ab) and anorthite (An) are indicated by great circles. The left Baveno composition plane (021) is not indicated. (Modified after Duparc and Reinhard)

planes (010) and (001), making an angle of 94o with each other, appear
as diametersof the net. Therefore,the propertiesof sectionscut normal to
these planes are read conveniently from this diagram. The composition trace of one of the Baveno laws appears as a dashedline (tr.
(021)). The compositionplane of the pericline law is obtained by tilting
from the (001) piane around the D-axisover an angle dependenton the
An-content (Fig. 2). The position of this plane (the "rhombic section")
for the end members of the plagioclasegroup (albite and anorthite) is
indicated by great circlesin Fig. 1.
The change of orientation of the indicatrix with increasing An-content
can be roughly describedas a rotation around the optic axis A. The
changein the positions of the optic axes A and B is also controlled to
some extent by differencesin optic axial angle.
Let us now considerhow the optical propertiesof sectionsnormal to
the various composition planes are controlled by this optical orientation,
so that we may distinguishbetweenthose planesin favorable cases'
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Sectionsmormalto (010)
In plagioclasewith less than 75/6 An,z is the indicatrix axis nearest to
the normal on (010) (Fig. 1). Hence, this plagioclasemust show negatiae
elongalionwith regard.lo (010). The closer Z is to the normal on (010),
the smaller is the extinction angle. Generally the optic axes A and B are
distinctly oblique to (010). Only when the An-content surpasses75/6 the
axis B lies in or nearly in (010). This implies that sectionsnormal to
(010) always show appreciable birefringence when the An-content is
below 7516.
The actual propertiesas shown in Fig. 3 confirm these statements'In
this diagram the birefringencesand extinction anglesare drawn as "contours." The chemical composition is plotted along the abscissa,the
orientation of the normal on the section in the zone normal to (010)
along the ordinate. Thus, the line marked c inil'icatesthe sectioncut perpend'icular to the c-ayis. Each imaginary vertical line in the diagram indicates the extinction anglesand birefringencesfound when a plagioclase
of definite compositionis turned in the zone normal to (010). The maximum extinction angle to occur in this plagioclaseis indicated by the
extinction curve tangent to this vertical line. The dominance of negative
elongation (anglessmaller than 45') and appreciable birefringence in the

l'rc. 2. (Left) Section parallel to (010), with indication of the crystal- and twin-axes
lying in this plane, and of the traces of the rhombic section (rh.s.) for albite and anorthite.
The arc shows that part of the zone perpendicular to (010) covered by Fig. 3, with indication of the angles used to fix the orientation.
Frc. 2 (Right) Section parallel to (001), rryith indication of the crystal- and twin-axes
lying in this piane. The o- and b-axes are nearly at right angles, so that the normal of one
of them in the plane (001) is optically indistinguishable from the other. The arc shon's that
part of the zone perpendicuiar to (001) covered by Fig. 4, with indication of the angles
used to fix the orientation.
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Frc. 3. Extinction angles x'A010 and birefringencesin the zone normal to (01O) The
optical froperti'es reJer to sect'ionsnormol to the directions indicoted along the ord.inate The
individuals of a normal twi.n, i,.e. an albite twin, occupy one and the same point in the
diagram, the extinction of the second individuai being found by reversal of sign. The individuals of a pa'ral,lelor compler twin are represented by two points situated symmetrically with regard to the horizontal line bearing the name of that twin law in the margin of
the diagram. These points indicate the optical properties of the twin individuals, when the
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zonenormal to (010) standsout clearly in the diagram.
It should be borne in mind that the chart shows only half of the zone
normal to (010). The other half is identical but for the extinction signs,
which are opposite.This fact need not worry us, becausethe extinction
signs wili be used here in a relative way only. For caseswhere the conventional extinction signs of specificsectionsare needed,that part of
the zone coveredby the diagram is indicated by an arc in Fig. 2 (left)'
Sectionsnormal to (001)
In Na-rich and intermediate plagioclase,Y is nearest to the normal
on (001). Hence, the elongation.of this plagioclasewith regard,to (001) may
be positiaeor negoliaedependingon the orientation of the section. The
optic axis A always makes a small angle with (001).When the An-content is between l\/s and35/6,the same holds true for the axis B. This
rnay showsectionsre'
means that in thezonemormalto (001) all plag'ioclases
maining ilark on turning the stage.The neighborhood of the optic axes
results also in widely varying extinction angles.
Thesetendenciesappearclearly from Fig. 4, which givesthe extinction
angles and birefringencesin the zone normal to (001). The fields representing sections with nearly isotropic character or very weak birefringencecover a large part of the diagram. Large extinction anglesare
frequently encountered.The orientation in this zoneis given with regard
to the D-axis.As the o-axis is very nearly normal to the 6-axis (with
small variations dependingon the An-content), the sectionparallel to D
where the
may be consideredidentical with that normal to a. For ca.ses
that part
needed,
are
conventional extinction signs of specificsections
Fig.
2 (right).
on
an
arc
of the zonecoveredby the diagram is indicatedby
Sectionsnorrnal to the rhombic sect'ion
The position of the rhombic section differs appreciably from (001)
for compositionsnear the end members of the plagioclasegroup. For
compositionsof ca 20-8C7o An the angie between both planes is less
than 10o; at about 40/6 An both planes coincide (Figs. 1, 2, 3). The
resulting differencesin extinction anglesand birefringencesappear clearly

name of the twin law is provided with a O sign. The Q sign denotes that the sign of one
of the extinction angles as found in the diagram should be reversed to obtain the optical
properties for that twin law.
Along the line representing the rhombic section, the angle with (001) is indicated in
degrees. That part of the zone covered by the diagram is indicated by an arc in Fig. 2
(left). For further explanation see text.
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Frc. 4. Extinction angles 1'1001 and birefringences in the zone normal to 001. That
part oI the zone covered by the diagram is indicated by an arc in Fig. 2 (right) For
explanation see Fig. 3.
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Frc. 5. Extinction angles 1'firh.s. and birefringences in the zone normal to the
rhombic section. For explanation see Fig. 3 and text.
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by comparisonof Figs. 4 and 5. These differencesare best explainedby
consideringthe position of the optic axes A and B with regard to both
planes.Thus, for pure albite the axis B lies just in the rhombic section,
while the axis A makes a considerablylarger angle with that prane than
with (001). At a compositionnear 20/6 An the axis B lies again in the
rhombic section, while in the interval between 0 and 20/o the angle remains very small. In Fig. 5 this interval is representedby a heavy black
line. Again, the larger angleswith the axis A for the end membersresult
in the 0.002 contour closing around A in the upper part of the diagram.
Secl,ions
normal to \021) or (02j)
Thesecompositionplanesmay be recognizedby their making anglesof
roughly 45'with the cleavagedirections (010) and (001). Even if no
cleavageis visible, their nature is often betrayed by their obrique position with regard to the crystal outlines. No attempt is made here to distinguish between the zones normal to (021) and i07l;. Therefore, no
diagrams are given for these zones.Some general rules may be read from
Fig. 1 in the sameway as was done for the other compositionplanes.The
trace of (021) is not indicated; it should be approximaterynormal to the
dashedtrace of (021).
Secti,onnormal to a
In this section both cleavage-or compositionplanes (010) and (001)
are visible as sharp tracesenclosingan angleof 94o.The opticarproperties
of this sectionfor the various membersof the plagioclasegroup may be
read along the line marked -a in Fig. 3. when the An-content is between
0/6 and 75/o, the elongation is always negative with regard to (010),

Frc. 6. Section normal to a of an albite twin of albitic composition. The conventional
negative extinction sign for this section, as given in tables and charts, refers to the individual 1', which is seen from the nesative side of the o-axis.
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positive with regard to (001).Thus, the elongationis now alone sufficient
to distinguishbetweenboth traces.*
To obtain the conventionalextinction sign, this section should be regardedfrom the negative side of the o-axis.If the (010) trace is oriented
in the N-S position, the (001) trace dips to the right when the sectionis
observedfrom the positive, to the left when it is observedfrom the negative side of the o-axis.In the albite twin of albitic compositionshown in
Fig. 6, the conventionalnegative extinction sign refers to the individuai
1', in which the negative a-axis points to the observer.The extinction
angle of this individual complieswith two rules:
1) X' points to the obtuse angle between (010) and (001);
2) X' is measuredanticlockwisefrom (010).
When we now considerthe individual 1, the attachment of an extinction sign is a matter of free choice.If we needthe conventionalextinction
angle to determine the An-content, we choosethe first rule: both individuals now have the negative sign demanded for albite in current
tables and charts. The rule is valid for this particular section only. In the
present paper the secondrule is chosen:for our method the individuals
of an albite twin should always have opposite extinction signs, as their
extinction angles are measuredfrom the (010) trace in opposite directions.
If the trace with positive elongationis not a cleavage,but a composition plane of lamellar twinning, the section might be normal to the
rhombic section instead of normal to (001). The ensuing difierencesin
extinction angle and birefringence,which may be read from Fig. 3, are
only important for Ca-rich plagioclase.
Tno Lews oF TwTNNTNG
In Table I the various laws of twinning are arranged according to composition plane and type of twinning. In the precedingsection we have
studied the extinction angles and birefringencesoccurring in sections
normal to thesecompositionplanes.The CarlsbadB twin is not here considered,since it is extremely rare. We will now seehow the position of
the twinning axis determines the particular combination of optical
properties found in the twin individuals. Before starting our enquiry into
the various types of twinning, we should remember that the plagioclase
crystal has a center of symmetry. Therefore, each twin must have a
symmetry plane, situated perpendicular to the twinning axis.
* Above 75/6 An, the large extinction angles make a distinction more difficult.
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TASr-r I. Lews or Pr,ncrocr,lsr TwrNNrnc
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Frc. 7. Stereograms indicating the positions of the twin axis and symmetry plane (heavy
dashes) with respect to the composition plane for the three types of plagioclase twinning.
(o) Normal twinning, (D) parallel twinning and (c) complex twinning. c-plane:composition plane; tw. axis:twinning axis; cr. axis:crystal axis. One of the crystal axes
is horizontal and lies in the composition plane. The efiect of the symmetry operation is
shown for one particular direction (1) in one of the individuals. It will be seen that complex twinning is equivalent to an addition of the symmetry operations of normal and
parallel twinning.
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Normal, twinn,ing
The twin axis of the normal twin is situated normal to the composition
plane. Accordingly, the symmetry plane of the twin coincides with this
composition plane (Fig. 7o). Therefore, in sections normal to this
plane the individuals of such twins show the same birefringence, while
the extinction anglesare equal and of opposite sign,i.e., the extinctions
are symmetrical with regard to the trace of the compositionplane.
In Figs. 3 and 4 the optical properties of both individuals of a normal
twin are representedby one point only, the extinction angleof the second
individual being found by reversal of sign. The composition plane of the
normal twin should be a rational lattice plane: irrational planes such as
the rhombic sectionare not found here.
Porallel anil compler twinning. Basic concepts
The twin axis of a parallel twin is a crystallographic axis lying in the
composition plane (Fig. 76). The twin axis of a complex twin is also
situated in this composition plane, but at right angles to a crystallographic axis (Fig. 7c). Perhaps the name complex twin is unfortunate:
it should refer only to the position of the twinning axis, not to a possible
complex appearance of the twin. A complex twin may well consist of
two single individuals. The complex twin may also be thought of as having resulted from the successiveoperation of a normal Iaw and a parallel
Iaw with the same composition plane (c/. the positions of 1, 1' and 2' in
Fig. 7). When a twin shows severalindividuals with parallel composition
planes, but with three or more different extinction positions or birefringences,more than one type of twinning must be present.
In the plane (010) the a- and c-axesenclosean angle of 116o.Thus,
the complex twin axesIa and Ic, differing markedly in direction from the
crystallographic axes, give rise to the complex albite-Carlsbad and
albite-Ala twins (Fig. 2,left). On the other hand, in the plane (001) the oand D-axesare very nearly perpendicularto each other (Fig.2, right).
Therefore, the complex twin belonging to one of these axes is optically
indistinguishable from the parallel twin of the other.
Since an immediate distinction between parallel and complex twin
Iaws is usually impossible, these laws will be treated together.
Parallel anil compler kainning. Optical chorac\eristics
In both twin types the twin axis lies in the compositionplane, so that
the symmetry plane must be at right angles to this plane. Thus, sections
normal to the compositionplane may make any angle with the symmetry
plane of the twin. Theoretically, the twin individuals in these sections
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should generally have asymmetrical extinctions and difierent birefringences.This may be illustrated by consideringthe changein position of
the directions 1 and 2 on turning the section of Fig. 7b about the normal
of the composition plane. Two sections in this zone need our special attention:
(1) The section parallel to the twin axis, being perpendicular to
both the composition and symmetry planes, has symmetrical extinctions, and is optically indistinguishable from a normal twin with the same
compositionplane.
(2) The section normal to the twin axis coincides with the symmetry plane, hence the extinction angles are equal and at the same
side of the composition plane, and the twin is invisible.
In Figs. 3, 4 and 5 the position of the symmetry plane of a twin
is indicated by a horizontal line at a distance of 90" from the position
of the twin axis. Thus, in Fig. 3 the symmetry plane of the Ala B twin is
representedby the line marked Io. The intersections of the extinction
curves with this line give the extinction angies of one of the twin individuals in the section normal to the symmetry plane. The extinction angle
of the other individual is found by reversal of sign. If the section is not
normal to the symmetry plane, the two points representing the twin
individuals should be situated at equal distanceson either side of the
line representing the symmetry piane. Again, one of the extinction signs
as found in the diagram should be reversed.The necessityof this reversal of sign is indicated by O after the name of the twin in the margin
of the diagrams. Thus, Ala B O means that the positions of the individuals of an Ala twin should be symmetrical with regard to the line
marked Io, while the sign of one of the two extinction anglesthus found
should be reversed.
In a similar way, the extinction angle of the section normal to the twin
axis, in which the twin is invisible, is found along the line representing
that axis. If the section is not normal to the twin axis, the positions of
both twin individuals musl be situated at equal distanceson either side
of the line representing this axis. The extinction angles thus found in the
diagram are used without reversal of sign, which fact is indicated by O
after the name of the twin in the margin of the diagrams.
Summarizing,we can state that the points of the diagramsindicating
the optical propertiesof the individuals of a twin should be situated at
equal distanceson either side of:
1) the Iine representing the symmetry plane, with reversal of the extinction sign of one individual (O);
2) the line representing the twinning axis, without any reversal of extinction sign (O).
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Tun PnocBouRE ol Twrw DnTBRMTNATToN
With the aid of the three diagramsit is possibleto determine the law
of twinning in many cases.The procedureis essentiallya trial-and-error
method. Of course, simple twins, consisting of two individuals only, are
the most likely to present difficulties. Generally speaking, the composition plane is easierto determine than the twin axis. It is well brought out
in Fig. 3 that in most sectionsof not too Ca-rich plagioclasethe Ala-B
twin is nearly invisible. Could this be the reason that this twin is so
rarely recorded? A discussionof the specific properties of each twinning
Iaw would be rather tedious: these propertiesfollow from the more general considerations presented and from the diagrams. An exception will
be made for lamellar twinning and for twins cut approximately normal
to a.
The determinationof lamellar twinning
In the case of lamellar twinning, we are generally dealing with the
albite, acline or pericline law. Of these, albite twinning is readily distinguishedfrom the other two, while acline and pericline twinning often
show little difierence.
fn plagioclase with less than 75/6 An, aibite twins cut normal to the
compositionplane must show each of the following properties:
1) symmetrical extinctions (normal twin)
2 ) a p p r e c i a b l eb i r e f r i n g e n . . \ - - - - , -- : - : - i c o m p o s i t i o np l a n e ( 0 1 0 )
J ) n e g a t r v ee t o n g a,t l .o. n" " ' ' ' " )
These properties are never simultaneously present in acline or pericline
twins, as may be judged from Figs. 4 and 5. Over a large part of these
diagrams the extinction anglesare over 45o (positive elongation).In the
remaining parts, either the birefringence is too low, or the extinctions are
obviously asymmetricalor even situated at the sameside of the composition plane (in the central part of the diagrams). These distinctions are
an essentialpreliminary to all determination methods based upon the
properties of albite or Carlsbad twinning. Thus far they have seldom
been clearly stated in textbooks.
It appearsfrom a comparisonof Figs. 4 and 5 that the extinction angles
and birefringencesgenerally do not serve to distinguish between acline
and pericline twins. As a rule, this distinction is only possiblein sections
where the angle between the (001) cleavageand the rhombic section is
visible. As the interesectingline of both planes is the b-axis,this angle
will be best visible in sections approximately normal to this axis, which
is the twin axis of both laws. These sectionsare representedby the central parts of both diagrams: they have negative elongationwith extinc-
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tions situated at the same side of the composition plane. The angle
between the rhombic section and (001) for plagioclasesof different composition may be read from Fig. 3. According to some authors smaller
anglesare also found, giving rise to twins intermediate between acline
and "ideal" pericline twins. This discrepancy is due, at least partly, to a
changein the chemicalcompositionof the crystals after their formation.
Recognitionof twins in the sect'ionnormal to a
Sectionsnormal to a ate readily recognized.In plagioclasewith less
than 75/6 An the cleavage with negative elongation is (010), that with
positive elongation (001). When the compositionplane is (010) and the
extinctions are symmetrical, the twin is an albite twin. Both twin individuals are normal to o, their (001) traces make an angle of 8o. When
the composition plane is (010) and the extinction angles are difierent
and situated on either side of this plane, the twin is a Carisbad twin.
When they are different and on the same side of the composition plane,
it is an albite-Carlsbadtwin. In both cases,only one individual can be
normal to o: in the otherindividual no (001) cleavageshould bevisible.
When the compositionplane is (001) and the extinctionsare symmetrical, the twin is an acline or Manebach twin. The (010) cleavagetraces
in both individuals make an angle of 8o with each other. If the twin is
lamellar, it is an acline twin. When, the other properties being equal,
the trace of the composition plane is rather vague, while the (001)
cleavageis distinctly normal to the section,the twin is a pericline twin.
In sectionsexactly normal to o the AIa twins are invisible,o being their
twinning axis. In sectionssiightly differing from that position these twins
become visible by small differencesin extinction angle. The extinctions
are always on the sameside of the compositionplane. Characteristically,
the transversecleavage-traces
or compositionplanes of other twins are
parallel in both individuals, becausetheir direction is not altered by the
twinning operation.
.

TnB Aro or rnp UNrvBnsAL SrAGE

The method has thus far been outlined for use without the universal
stage. Yet it will be clear that this accessoryis of great value if a systematical investigationof feldspar twinning is undertaken. With the aid
of the universalstageit will be possibleto bring the compositionplane of
most twins in the vertical NS position. On turning on ^A4(or OEW) the
behavior of the twin in the zonenormal to the compositionplane becomes
evident at once. The elongation occurring in this zone may be judged
from a rotation around A.4 with the table in the 45" position.
Furthermore, sections may be made normal to a, to the twinning axis
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or to the symmetry plane of the twin. In favorable cases, these procedureswill lead immediately to the compositionas well as to the law
of twinning.
When the compositionplane is irregular, or when the results prove to
be ambiguous,recoursecan still be made to the zonemethod of Rittmann
(1929) or to the method of Emmons and Gates l:1939),where the twin
axis, found in a similar way with a S-axisstage,is subsequentlyplotted
on a Wulff net.
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